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Once upon a time,
In a place afar,
there lived a boy,
of this tale, who is the star.
He was studious,
he was caring,
With humans and animals alike,
he was sharing.
His life came to a standstill,
on one fateful day,
his behavior changed,
his mind lost its way.
He became withdrawn,
he became sullen,
sleep eluded him,
even when drunk.
He would converse,
when he was alone,
claiming ghosts haunted him,
torturing in an ugly tone.
He accused others,
of poisoning him,
or keeping a watch,
to further trouble him.
He dressed ugly then,
he smelled bad,
He was not the same anymore,
he was a different lad.
His words erratic,
his speech slurred,
difference between reality and fantasy,
for him, was blurred.
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His condition deteriorated,
his near and dear were sad,
they tried everything,
that their little place had.
Till a kind gentleman,
took him along,
to a place nearby,
where the mind was cared for.
He was seen,
he was observed,
his history noted,
from him and others.
He was started,
On a few medications,
to bring him back,
to revert his gruesome condition.
Medicines helped,
as did the counselling and care,
he started sleeping,
without a vacant stare.
He continued to improve,
though it took a while,
to bring him back,
with a happy mood and smiles.
His parents joyous,
the fight hard won,
the village was celebrating
for their child had returned.
Thus, it always helps,
when people realize,
it was a psychiatric illness,
not a social stigma.

********************************
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The advent of calculating usage metrics has not been recent. It used to be the manual track of scientific
contribution. Later with the foray of modern computers, a shift to measuring digitally the scientific
contributions have become feasible, though not easy. From the paper, we have shifted to electronic copies
[1]. Virtual access to journals and their articles is a boon to many researchers worldwide. Today, with many
research portals offering a virtual platform for researchers worldwide to share, open access to the articles is
reasonable assistance [2]. It also makes it easy to assess the other research metrics for an article and the
author. For example, ResearchGate (RG TM) generates total "interest" garnered and the other usage metrics
of the items posted by the author. The usage metrics are many. The number of online "hits," "reads," "views,"
"citations," "recommendations" varies in terminologies across different available online platforms. These
provide the level of usage of a particular research item [3]. A central issue in science is reads and citations
and their relationship [1].
Few domains of science have examined this relationship. Gorraiz et al. [4], in a ten-year publication window
period, have analyzed the fields of oncology, computer science, arts and humanities, and economics. Nieder
et al. [5] note that few studies have explored the relationship within its subject areas. The present study's
authors examine the metrics of a very small subsample of research profiles of clinical psychologists from
India.
Using non-random and purposive sampling, five senior researchers' profiles in RG TM from the clinical
psychology domain in India were accessed on a single given day in the current year (April 18, 2021). The
inclusion criteria were that the researcher should be a licensed clinical psychologist (with RCI registration
or having trained from Institution/s of national importance). They held a doctoral level of training in
psychology / clinical psychology, have experience of 20 years or more, hold positions from government
institutions or of national importance, and should have an active profile in RG TM. We chose only five profiles
to gauge the research metrics.
Table 1: Senior Researcher's from Clinical Psychology -- Metrics in RGTM
RG Score
(A)

Number of Citations
(B)

Number of
B/C *100
Views/Reads/Download
s/Hits/Counts
(C)
23.57
746
118595
6.27
28.94
401
12634
3.17
30.46
238
14264
1.66
33.13
1424
19342
7.36
25.69
1231
52115
2.36
Note: A sample profile of senior researchers' metrics in clinical psychology in India from RG TM.
RGTM = ResearchGate: N=5.
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Table 1 provides a short review of the research metrics. The "reads/views/counts/hits" were high compared
to the number of citations received on the articles. A percentage was calculated using the number of reads
and citations for each profile. This percentage was obtained by dividing the citations obtained in a given
single day by the number of reads/counts on a profile. The rate of citations received by the researchers in
clinical psychology was less than 7.5% overall. This paper seeks to raise the question for future research if
the number of citations received is on par with other clinical psychology researchers worldwide. Or if these
scores reflect the general trend of all clinical psychology profiles in India? These are questions not satisfied
by the small sample size of this study. Nevertheless, it provides us with food-for-thought on the metrics
governing citations and reads.
Many controversies surround the metrics of RG TM scores [6], which is beyond the scope of this paper.
Nevertheless, several western articles have addressed the relationship between reads and citations. Gorraiz
et al. [4] found 50 to 140 "downloads" corresponded to one citation but again differed for various domains
of science. Nevertheless, the metric of "citations" could depend on the paper's scientific value [7]. The type
of articles, such as concept paper, review paper, research report, or research paper, is to be considered in
evaluating the usage metrics of citations obtained [5]. These metrics could be well dependent on the journals
where the article is published. That is the journal's circulation, peer-reviewing process, the impact factor [8],
funding disclosures of the articles [4], to name a few. Many reports on the science behind the usage metrics
[9] and if citations accurately reflect the quality of the research articles [10] are well published. Self-citations
are also prevalent to increase and promote one's work [11]. Preprints and articles in the press are other newly
available metrics that could influence such usage [4] and be further explored. Perneger [12] found that hit
counts did predict the number of citations in the subsequent years. And these should be encouraged by the
online journals and their respective shared platforms.
Given all the information on the usage metrics, our moot point through this article is to create better usage
metrics in terms of citations of our Indian researchers in the domain of clinical psychology. It is challenging
to understand the relationship between the reads and citations. A peek into the usage metrics given in Table
1 could be based on pure learning, teaching, information gathering purposes rather than to publish per se
[4]. It would be more applicable to domains such as clinical psychology, which is a service-oriented field
predominantly.
Therefore, the understanding of how to value contributions is complex. A few recommendations that could
put Indian clinical psychology in the research world-map could be the choice of a journal, influencing further
subsequent usage metrics such as citation. This relates to good funding as it increases the quality of the
research article [7]. More search using engines with Indian open access e-databases of research such as
Shodhganga: A reservoir of Indian theses [13] might help in using, citing, and thereby improving citations
of our authors. Untapped and unutilized research leads to a considerable wastage of intellectual and financial
resources [13].
Additionally, we need to figure out how to optimize our Indian journals and their articles in the search
engines for better circulation. This, logically, would mean more collaboration with our researchers. Having
review boards for independent researchers of this domain would facilitate good quality and authentic case
studies and empirical articles.
These pointers are intended to assist many researchers, independent or affiliated to institutions, to research
varied themes and concepts within clinical psychology. It might bring better knowledge to handle issues of
research within our subcontinent. To have continued visibility and influence in health settings, we borrow
Smith and Thew's [14] observation that the clinical psychologists' stamp as research leaders is essential.
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